LEGAL UPDATE

Hotel Contracts:
What’s Out, What
Needs to Be In?
By Tony Cummins
Cummins, CMP
THE MEETING DEPARTMENT LLC

What’s happening in the hotel marketplace today?
Demand is up and supply has not kept pace, in spite of the daily briefs announcing new hotel properties. The result? It’s been a seller’s market. It’s taking longer
to find available space for meetings. Rates are also increasing. Hotels are taking
a closer look at the profitability of your meeting business. In general, hotels are
offering less for more, not more for less. (This may change with our ever-increasing price of fuel and talks of a recession.)
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How is this impacting your contract?
Items that once were “given” are
now considered concessions. Examples
include room upgrades, complimentary suites and other complimentary items such as one comp room for
every 50 paid guest rooms. Hotels are
asking for room rental for just about
every meeting room, even if it’s only
a nominal set-up fee. It’s becoming
more and more common for hotels to
ask that you take your allowed slippage in advance of the meeting dates
as opposed to offering it at the end.
Items that were once “in” are now
“out,” and items that were “out” are
now “in.” In general, hoteliers are
shifting contract terms in their favor
and becoming less flexible.
So, what can you do about it?
First, the concessions and items
discussed in this article have not
gone away. You just have to work a bit
harder to get them. That’s not to say
you have to become the hotel’s adversary, but you don’t get what you don’t
ask for.
Now, let’s take the discussion to a
higher level.
Negotiating a sound hotel contract
goes much further than rates, space
and amenities. Performance is critical to each party, the hotel and the
client. It is not always what’s in the
contract that matters the most, but
what’s not in the contract that determines your exposures and liabilities.
When all goes well, there’s not much to
do when it’s over except to pay the bill
and plan the next program. However,
when plans go awry, when attendance
suffers, when plans change, when services contracted for are not rendered,
when the hotel management changes,
when someone is injured or property
damaged, what then?
The possibilities are endless, and
you can’t cover every contingency.
Years ago, we had never heard of
things like SARS, avian influenza (bird
flu) or tsunamis, and terrorism did not
represent the threat it does today. So,
whether you choose to make modifications to the hotel contract, provide
your own or use an addendum, here’s

a start on some important items to
consider when negotiating your next
hotel contract.
Contract Basics
If you don’t understand the basic
concepts of a binding agreement, take
time to find out. Seek help from your
company’s legal department or other
competent advisor. Know how to make
revisions the right way and how to
properly execute contracts. The contract should clearly indicate the names
of the parties involved (legal entity names and any d/b/a names), and
should be signed, dated and countersigned to make the contract binding.
Purpose of Meeting
Clearly state the purpose of the
meeting and note the expectations
of the attendees. This information
can be helpful in situations that can
arise later.
Hotel Rates/Promotional Rates
Have discussions with the hotel
about rates that will be offered over
your meeting dates to other groups
and/or individuals. Insist that you be
given credit for all rooms reserved by
your attendees, regardless of rates
or method of reservation. If the
hotel is willing to black out promotional rates over your dates, that’s all
the better. Ask!
Attrition/Cancellation
This is a tricky area. Read carefully and understand your obligations.
Understand how many rooms you will
be required to pay for if you do not
meet your room block. Under what circumstances, if any, can you reduce or
increase your block without penalty?
How is attrition calculated? Are you
being given credit for “resold” rooms?
Some of the same concepts hold
true for cancellation. What damages
are due if you cancel and how are they
calculated? Are you given credit for
rooms “resold”? Can you apply your
damages to a future meeting date? Or,
what happens if the hotel cancels the
contract, or fails to provide the contracted services? The terms of attrition
and cancellation are almost always

negotiable. If you’re not comfortable
with negotiating these terms, consult
a qualified meeting professional or
industry attorney.
Date Changes
Include terms that allow you
to change the dates of the meeting one time with minimal or no
penalties attached.
Walk Clause
Many hotels include a walk clause in
their contract to accommodate guests
in the event of overbooking. If not
included, include one and make sure
you get credit to your room block for
any “walked” room nights.
Force Majeure
There are volumes of legal material
covering force majeure (acts of God).
Be sure you have an adequate clause to
cover unforeseen events, and don’t be
scared by the complexity of the legal
verbiage. For example, if you feel that
weather conditions (actual or forecasted) could be a significant factor in
your attendance, add the verbiage and
ask the hotel to honor it as a force
majeure event. Include a provision
that allows you to cancel the meeting if more than 30 percent of your
attendees cannot come due unforeseen circumstances such as restrictions on air travel, threats of terrorism,
weather events or other circumstances
that compromise the overall purpose
of the meeting.
Food and Beverage
Contracts more commonly require
minimum expenditures for food and
beverage and sometimes include ancillary income (resort/casino activities).
Be sure these numbers are reasonable,
within your budget and there’s some
room for reduction, or slippage. The
most common mistake is to sign the
contract before considering the hotel’s
pricing for banquet services. You may
get a great room rate based on the
time of year or other circumstances
and end up paying banquet rates that
are way out of your league.
continued on page 18
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continued from page 17
Audit Provision and Hotel Reports
Include a provision that requires
the hotel to provide timely reports and
allows you to audit the reservation
records, drink ticket counts or other
variable cost factors that go to your
final bill.
Miscellaneous Charges
Ask the hotel to disclose any standard fees that apply to all guests at
check-in, e.g. resort fees or other simi-

lar access fees for recreational facilities. Ask about internet and other
“user” fees, minimum charges or minimum service fees.
Other Groups in Hotel
What other groups are in the hotel?
What potential impact could that have
on your meeting? Address this in the
contract.
Construction/Remodeling
This is a huge item for a good hotel
contract. Know the status of recent

renovations to reduce risk, and know
what areas most need improvement in
order to assess the likelihood of construction during your event dates. Ask
specific questions and include a provision requiring the hotel to report any
activities to you. Reserve the right to
cancel if remodeling plans can significantly impact the desired outcomes of
your program or access to popular amenities (golf, spa, restaurants, etc.)
Reciprocal Indemnification
Many hotels include a provision
requiring you to indemnify and hold
them harmless against claims that
arise out of your negligence or willful
misconduct while using the facilities.
Make sure the provision is reciprocal,
i.e., it applies to “either party,” that
each party to the contract agrees to
indemnify and hold harmless the other
where claims are levied upon one of
the parties due to the negligence or
willful misconduct of the other.
In conclusion, this outline of
“What’s Out, What Needs to Be In” is
cursory at best. Almost every contract
is different, even those from major
brand hoteliers. Every company has its
own culture, and every meeting is as
unique as the individuals who attend.
Hotel contracts are complex documents
that represent potential exposures.
When you have questions about contract provisions that may impact the
desired outcome of your meeting, the
financial impact on your bottom line or
the overall comfort and safety of your
attendees, don’t hesitate to contact a
meeting professional and/or a qualified
hospitality attorney.
Z
Tony Cummins, CMP, planner/consultant, offers site selection and contract services, in addition to full-service meeting management through his
Dallas-based company, THE MEETING
DEPARTMENT LLC. Cummins is a 15-year
member of MPI D/FW. He was named
Chapter Supplier of the Year in 2005 and
received the Chapter President’s Award in
2007 for his service to the chapter. For
more information about the professional
services of THE MEETING DEPARTMENT
LLC, call 214-343-9838, or contact us at
info@themeetingdepartment.com.
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